Exploring Lexical Relations in BERT using Semantic Priming
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INTRODUCTION
● Pretrained language processing models that estimate word
probabilities in context have become ubiquitous in natural
language processing (NLP)
● How do these models use lexical cues in context in order to
inform their word probabilities?

Watch the video: cutt.ly/bert-priming /
METHOD - BERT AS A PRIMING SUBJECT
Unrelated Prime (U)

Related Prime (R)

Context (C)

negotiation. We made an [MASK].
fancy. We made an [MASK].
P([MASK] = agreement) = ?

● We present a case study by analyzing BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a
recent pre-trained model, using English lexical items that show
semantic priming in humans.

Target (T)

Measuring Priming in BERT = Facilitation (F)

BACKGROUND
● Response to stimulus is faster when it is preceded by a semantically
related word as compared to a semantically unrelated word.
Task Response Time

300ms
Related
Prime

airplane

pilot

Measures how “surprised” is
BERT in encountering a
word, w in context, C

table

pilot

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT)

○ Masked Language Model objective: predict masked words in sentences.

Oh, I love coffee! I take coffee with [MASK] and sugar.
Top-5 predictions cream (0.66), milk (0.15), cinnamon
(with probability): (0.06), sugar (0.02), honey (0.01)
○ Next Sentence Prediction objective: predict whether the second
sentence follows the ﬁrst sentence.
● We use two models, differing in number of parameters - BERT-base
(110M) and BERT-large (340M)

Contact: kmisra@purdue.edu, twitter: @kanishkamisra

● Calculate constraint scores for all contexts, grouped into 10 equal
bins of width 0.1. Example: a constraint score of 0.34 will be in the 4th
bin. Keep one context per constraint bin per triple.
● Total instances: 23232, with 2112 unique triples, 10 constraint bins
and an additional “neutral” context.

RESULTS

overall

BERT-base
N

Facilitation

BERT-large

Primed
Instances

Facilitation

Primed
Instances

2112

2.69 ± 0.11

85.20%

5.14 ± 0.16

91.30%

synonym

418

3.36 ± 0.27

90.20%

6.41 ± 0.36

95.90%

category

164

3.90 ± 0.47

92.70%

7.01 ± 0.54

97.60%

antonym

153

4.68 ± 0.47

93.50%

6.97 ± 0.57

98.00%

NOTE: For detailed priming results on more lexical relations, please refer to the supplemental
materials (attached on the “poster stand”)

DISCUSSION AND TAKEAWAYS
● BERT shows priming: BERT is reliably sensitive to single word lexical cues,
but this effect is localized to minimally constraining contexts (neutral and low
constraint contexts show largest facilitation values and most primed instances.)

We Investigate patterns of priming in BERT under differing predictive
constraints, motivated by sentence priming study by Schwanenﬂugel and
LaCount (1988; see video for details)

● Relationship with Constraint: As the amount of constraint posed on
masked token by the context increases, the information provided to BERT by
individual lexical cues decreases.

Low Constraint
High Constraint

anger - fury
He lost the [MASK] yesterday.
She opened the door using the [MASK].

● Deep bi-directional transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) trained on
pairs of sentences from Wikipedia and BookCorpus, using:

Table 1: Facilitation and proportion of primed instances for neutral contexts
(minimal constraint), results with valid constraint bins shown in Figure 1.

● Contexts containing target words, C, sampled from the ROCstories
corpus (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016). Processing: target words
replaced with the [MASK] token.

Contextual Constraints

[MASK] = key

RESULTS (CONTD.)

Relation /
Dataset

An instance, (T, R, U, C) shows priming in
BERT if F > 0, i.e., BERT is more surprised
to encounter T in a context containing an
unrelated word, (U, C), than in a context
containing a related word, (R, C).

400ms
Unrelated
Prime

● T, R, U triples extracted from the Semantic Priming Project (SPP)
(Hutchison et al., 2013). The SPP dataset contains 16 unique lexical
relations (measured between Target, T, and Related Prime, R).

F = surprisal(T | U, C) - surprisal(T | R, C)
surprisal = -log P(w | C)

Semantic Priming

DATASET

● Priming in Lexical Relations: In highly unconstraining contexts, BERT
shows greater priming behavior for the lexical relations of synonymy, category,
and antonymy, than other relations (see suppl. materials for full results)

bed - sofa
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